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The Colours of Cricket
By Philip Brown

Key features
•

A celebration of 30 years of cricket through a beautiful
collection of more than 330 evocative photos

•

These exquisite images chronicle the changing face of the
game from the 1980s to the present day – huge appeal for
nostalgic cricket fans

•

Brown has photographed 250 Test matches, numerous
World Cups and other competitions around the world

•

Features stars such as Shane Warne, Brian Lara, Kevin
Pietersen, Steve Waugh and Sachin Tendulkar as well as
striking images of stadiums and non-VIPs

•

Foreword by popular England player Stuart Broad

•

Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Description
The Colours of Cricket showcases the finest photos of award-winning cricket photographer Philip Brown. In a prestigious 30-year
career, Brown has captured 250 Test matches, numerous World Cups and other competitions around the world. Growing up in
sports-mad Australia, he fell in love with cricket and photography at a young age and has spent most of his life shooting some of the
most memorable moments in the history of the game and the characters who made them. This beautiful book features eye-catching
images of some of the biggest names in cricket – stars such as Shane Warne, Brian Lara, Kevin Pietersen, Steve Waugh and Sachin
Tendulkar. But beyond the celebrities Philip also has an eye for the people and places he has seen along the way. The Colours of Cricket
documents the changing face of the sport over five decades, taking us on a nostalgic trip through time. Featuring more than 330 of
Brown’s favourite images, this is a stunning pictorial celebration that every cricket fan will treasure.
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